
 
 

NZ Housing Market – Tony Alexander 
 
Market Rising 
The NZ housing market continues to power ahead and although for the moment the 
strength is concentrated in Auckland and Christchurch, history tells us this will spread to 
the rest of the country in fits and starts. Data from REINZ show that in March there were 
8,128 dwellings sold around the country which was an 11% rise from a year earlier 
though still 26% down from March in 2007. 
The median dwelling sales price climbed to a record $400,000 to be 8.6% ahead of a 
year ago, 21% ahead of the early-2009 low-point, and 7.4% ahead of the late-2007 peak. 
The pace at which sales are occurring is stronger than average but not amazingly so. On 
average in March it took 31 days to sell a dwelling which was 3.1 days faster than 
average. Back in 2003 – 2007 properties were selling for 8 – 12 days faster than 
average most months. 
 
Listings are however in shortening supply. The NZ Property report shows that the total 
stock of listings at the end of March was down 10% from a year earlier at 41,775 and 
new listings received were 4% fewer than March of 2012. 
 

Auckland – powerful 
In Auckland during March sales were 18% ahead of a year earlier and for the March 
quarter were up 19% though flat seasonally adjusted compared with the December 
quarter. That flattening may be because the end-month inventory of listings was 
down 25% from a year before and equal to just 14.2 weeks of sales from 17.4 weeks six 
months ago and 21.7 weeks a year earlier. Stock is tight and getting tighter, thus prices 
are rising. The median sales price rose by near 4.5% for the second month if a row to sit 
16.1% ahead of a year ago and 38% above the late-2008 low-point. 
More detailed data on Auckland and other regions can be found here. 
https://www.reinz.co.nz/reinz/public/reinz-statistics/reinzstatistics_ 
home.cfm 

 
Wellington – the sniff of an upturn 
Sales of 832 dwellings in Wellington in March represented a rise of 9% from a year 
earlier, 14% for the March quarter on a year ago, but like Auckland near zero change 
seasonally adjusted from the December quarter. 
 
The inventory of dwellings for sale at the end of March was 9% down from a year earlier 
(Auckland -25%) but of high interest was the 10% drop in new listings compared with 
those which appeared in March 2012. 
The median Wellington sales price in March was $420,000 (Auckland $600,000) which 
was unchanged from February and a gain of only 3% from a year ago and 12.8% from 
the late-2008 low. 
I am of the personal view that in my region of Wellington the early part of Auckland’s rise 
spreading is starting. Some properties which have sat unsold for some time have been 
bought recently. 
 

Christchurch/Canterbury - v. tight supply 
In Canterbury in March there were 991 dwellings sold which represented a small 3% rise 
from a year ago. For the March quarter sales were ahead also about 3% on a year earlier 
but ahead roughly 5% seasonally adjusted from the December quarter. 



 
 
Note that whereas Auckland’s sales in the March quarter were 33% above average for 
the past six years Canterbury sales were only 11% ahead – Wellington 15%. 
The median dwelling sales price in Canterbury in March of $392,000 was 7.2% ahead of 
a year ago and 27% ahead of the early-2009 low. The inventory of listings at the end of 
down 18% from a year earlier with new listings in March off by 9% from March 2012. The 
ratio of sales to listings stands at 16.7 weeks from 20 weeks six months ago and 21 
weeks a year earlier.  
 
Supply in Christchurch is understandably tight and that means rising prices – which may 
help explain an interesting development with regard to investors. 
Our monthly BNZ-REINZ Residential Market Survey of real estate agents around the 
country can be broken down by region. One of the questions we ask agents is whether 
they are noticing more or fewer investors. Here are the net percentage results for this 
question for Auckland, Wellington, and Canterbury from August last year to our latest 
survey this month. 
 

Akld  Wgtn  Cant. 
August  33  10  20 
September  36  24  20 
October  29  41  6 
November  43  24  17 
December  29  9  11 
February 2013  40  48  49 
March   38  24  46 
April   32  13  45 
 
The change is very sharp. Now that the activity in Christchurch is seen to be switching 
from demolition to construction investors are entering the market in droves looking for 
properties. 

 
Outlook? 
 
With so many uncertainties offshore and a strong currency we doubt that the Reserve 
Bank will be raising interest rates to place a brake on the housing market until well into 
2014, or even 2015. 
There will be more warnings about a housing bubble, but given low debt growth and the 
simple shortage of stock this is not yet a bubble. With net migration flows turning, low 
interest rates to continue, construction to struggle to address a shortage which worsens 
each month, plus buyers coming in from offshore, prices are likely to rise for up to three 
years with listings becoming in shorter and shorter supply. 
 
The growth in Auckland and Canterbury will spread to the rest of the country as investors 
seek better yields, young people seek more affordable first homes, and older people 
cash up in Auckland to retire elsewhere with some spare funds – exactly as happened in 
the 1990s cycle which was also led by Auckland.  

 
 


